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AMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAMAMRITA VIDYALAYAM
 HALF YEARLY EXAMINATION 2018 -’19

Name: ............................. Marks : 50
Class : I Time    : 2 hrs

ENGLISH
CREATIVE WRITING

I.1. Look at the given picture and write five sentences about it.    5

2. Write five sentences about ‘My Family’.    5
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GRAMMAR

II.1. Write P for person, A for animal or T for thing.    2
a) mango _________ b) postman _________
c) giraffe _________ d) bus _________
2. Rewrite the given sentence. Begin with capital letter and end with a full

stop.    1
a) aman is at the shop ________________________________________
3. Tick (!!!!!) the group of words that can complete the given sentence.    1

The bag
a) is full of books. _________ b) likes to play. _________

4. Write ‘one’ or ‘many’ for these words .    1
a) boats _________ b) girl __________

SPELLING

III.1. Fill in the missing letters.    2
a) g____an____pa b) s____a____l
c) m____g____c d) r____i____ing
2. Unscramble the words.    4
a) ohps ______________ b) ingsngi _____________
c) nisdie ______________ d) ohsue _____________
3. Circle the correct spelling.    4
a) papya paapaya papaya
b) clods clouds cloouds
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c) winddow wiindow window
d) bannan banana baanna

VOCABULARY

IV.1. Make two new words from the following word given.    2
BIRTHDAY
___________________ ___________________

2. Find the opposites of the given words from the grid and write in the
blanks given.    4

n e w a b c d
e f s a d g h
i j k l d r y
m n s m a l l

a) happy ´ ______________ b) wet ´ _____________
c) big × ______________ d) old × _____________
3. Choose ‘who am I’ from the brackets and fill in the blanks.    2
a) I am a fruit. I am also a colour. I am an _______________. (mango, orange)
b) I am purple or green. I am sour to taste. I am __________________.

(banana / grapes)
4. Complete the sentences. Choose from the brackets.    2
a) A farmer works in a ____________________. (hospital, field)
b) A teacher works in a ___________________. (post office, school)

LITERATURE

V.1. Write true or false.    2
a) The children saw a ball in the house. ______________
b) Aman and Mummy want to buy fruits for Grandpa. ______________
2. Choose the correct answer from the brackets.    2
a) The clouds had gone and the sun was _________________. (hiding, shining)
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b) You can buy ____________________ from the fruit shop. (fruits, books)
3. Answer the following questions.    6
a) What did the little bird love?

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

b) Whose birthday is it today?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

c) What did the little bird see?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

HANDWRITING

VI. Amma says, “Children, see only good in everyone and everybody. Become
like the honeybee that sucks only nectar wherever it goes. Then you will be
happy always.”   5
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